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Abstract: Surprisingly, little is known whether the net present value (NPV) used as a financial metric
in budgeting and investment planning to analyse a projects’ profitability is universal. Meanwhile,
the epochal green energy revolution ensuring carbon neutrality through green innovations requires
enormous investments, and projects realised must ensure energy security. Therefore, there is a need
to reanalyse financial metrics used in financial planning, including NPV. We eliminate this research
gap and, based on data from Poland, Romania, Hungary, Croatia, the USA, the United Kingdom,
Japan, Israel, and Euro Zone, explain why one may not perceive the currently used NPV formula
as a universal financial metric. We show that the variable discount rate influences the time value
of money. Therefore, there is a need to redefine the NPV formula. This study makes two main
contributions. First, it creates new ground by revisiting the NPV formula in the emerging market
context compared to stable economies and contributes to developing business and management
theory. Second, we propose and empirically verify the modified NPV formula as a financial metric
that considers the situation of energy firms in emerging markets. Thus, this research helps the capital
budgeting process, and the modified NPV formula can help provide optimal outcomes in firms,
helping to reduce financial risks. Our study contributes to a further contextual diagnosis of business
projects and can, in turn, be relevant for other energy sector analyses.

Keywords: carbon neutrality; green innovations; energy efficiency improvements; energy security;
net present value; financial indicators

1. Introduction

No doubt, one of the critical industries in today’s economy is the energy industry,
and there is a connection between energy consumption and economic growth, c.f. [1–3].
All projects in the energy sector must be well planned and implemented. It results from
management rationality and the influence of the energy sector on other branches of the
economy. Energy firms are obliged by law to ensure energy security, which we understand
from Dobrowolski’s definition: “the state of the economy that allows covering the current
and future fuel and energy supplies in a technically and economically justified manner
while maintaining environmental protection requirements. Energy security can also be
understood as the diversification of energy supply sources and ensuring the certainty of
their supply at a price acceptable to society and the economy. It is also the optimal use
of domestic energy resources, with the simultaneous use of new technology and active
participation in international environmental and energy initiatives. In the local sense,
energy safety can be understood as a process aiming to meet the energy needs of local
communities.” [4–6]. The implemented green revolution, also known as the 5G revolution,
aimed at carbon neutrality through green innovations, requires enormous financial outlays
and excellent financial planning of investments. In addition, there is one more aspect, which
is the obligation imposed by the States on energy companies in terms of ensuring energy
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security. We define green energy security as generating energy from environmentally
neutral sources and ensuring the certainty of their supply at a price acceptable to society
and the economy.

Mismanagement in the energy sector reduces the competitiveness of energy firms and
other economic entities. Despite many studies, there is a research gap regarding whether
the NPV metric is universal—whether one may use the NPV in different countries with
different economic stability? Therefore, the research problem needs to be solved: Does
the currently applicable NPV metric fit emerging markets? Our research aims to verify
the following hypothesis: the variable discount rate influences the time value of money,
requiring redefining the NPV formula as a financial metric.

This article presents a theory that explains why NPV cannot be perceived as a universal
metric used in the budgeting decisions of firms worldwide. The rules governing the project
selection process depend upon the economic environment, and therefore they may have
many restrictions and detailed guidance. Our findings are rooted in corporate finance’s
mainstream literature and the previous studies on NPV limitations, e.g., [7]. To prove
our assumption, we develop a new NPV metric that considers the situation of firms in
emerging markets. Next, we empirically verify this model.

Our findings are based on the capital budgeting literature, c.f. [7–9], and they have
several implications for both researchers and firms. They help modify the NPV and recon-
cile the theory with actual firm capital budgeting practices from an academic standpoint.
Our research shows that current NPV is an ineffective metric. However, in opposition
to the previous studies mentioned above, we prove that NPV is not the universal metric
because of information constraints between the firms’ headquarters and their branches.
There is another more serious argument. The NPV is not considering the differences in
firms’ situation resulting from their location in stable and emerging markets, and therefore
it cannot be a universal metric.

We believe this research is related to the UN Sustainable Development Goals and
European Green Deal. It is because we aim to reduce the investment risk through the
improvement of the NPV formula. Ensuring in a better way the financial reality in energy
investment reduces the risk of losing financial and other resources and helps achieve the
planned goals wisely. In addition, transformations in the energy sector from traditional
energy sources into green energy need the support of decision-makers. Any failures in this
process can question efforts taken and create unnecessary uncertainty on financial markets.

To present our findings in the best way, we first discuss the NPV used contemporarily
in the context of interest rates and business risk. Next, we provide evidence that the current
NPV metric is not universal and formulate the new NPV formula. Finally, we formulate a
conclusion and point out opportunities for further research.

2. Literature Review

Under uncertainty, the economic reliability of project financing requires solid economic
metrics [10]. One of these metrics is the net present value (NPV), understood as the
difference between the present values of cash inflows and cash outflows analysed over some
time. This understanding of NPV is used in capital budgeting and investment planning,
enabling analysis of a projected investment or project [11]. The application of NPV in
capital budgeting and investments is widely presented in the literature, e.g., [7,12–27]. The
researchers emphasise the importance of NPV for investment planning. Net Present Value
enables the comparison between the money that must be paid to complete the planned
investment with all the cash flows that the undertaking will generate in the future [7,12–27].

One may measure economic profitability with absolute metrics in capital asset projects,
including the net present value. This metric expresses a value increase in monetary units.
One may also use relative metrics, showing rates of return or profitability indices to identify
a project’s financial efficiency. Many factors are influencing the preference for absolute
metrics or relative metrics in practice. They may depend on the company’s policy, bank
requirements, and shareholders’ requirements [7,27–32]. We do not develop the topic of
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factors that influence decision-makers choice between absolute and relative metrics. How-
ever, we notice ongoing discussion based on the literature presented above. We also notice
discussion on factors influencing NPV [13–21,24,31–33]. Percoco and Borgonovo [34] and
others [35–38] analyse the dependencies between the NPV and the internal rate of return
(IRR). Finally, we notice that Magni and Marchioni proposed using NPV to project rank-
ing [10]. However, based on the literature review, we note that little is known about using
the NPV metric in an unstable market with unstable interest rates during the investment in
energy security.

Based on the literature review [5,39–49], one may formulate a generalisation that
energy security is a multifaceted issue, including but not limited to “reducing emissions,
reducing dependence on fossil sources, diversifying energy supplies, securing energy
routes, building liquefied gas tanks, modernising transmission lines” [5] together with
reducing the energy consumption. In some countries, especially developing countries,
energy security is also understood as access to energy services by the poorest, or it is
understood as a mechanism that limits the dominance of a single energy system. Energy
security fits sustainable development, including the energy supply chain [5]. It may
ultimately be an essential component of human-environmental security and influence food
production and the distribution and treatment of drinking water [5,40,41,47–49]. Energy
security understood as constant energy availability can be required by law. It has to be
underlined that the European Member States must comply with Directive 2005/89/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 January 2006 on measures to ensure
the safety of electricity supply and infrastructure investments [5,50]. This Directive states
that “the European Union Member States must require transmission system operators to
maintain an adequate level of operational network safety, which is to be understood as
the uninterrupted operation of the energy transmission network” [5]. One may generalise
those energy companies operate in different legal conditions than other firms. They need
to ensure energy security and realise the public task of being under government oversight.
It constitutes that they are hybrid, linking business operations with public interest [6,51].

The influence of energy security on sustainability is evident. Researchers (e.g., Holm-
berg, Reed, and Harris) underline that the concept of sustainability includes three key
aspects of development: social, economic, and environmental. One may generalise that an
economic aspect means that the constant production of goods and services should not lead
to unmanageable government and external debt levels. It also means the need to avoid
extreme business cycle fluctuations. An environmental aspect means that economic and
social development is based on renewable energy resources and ensures energy security. A
social aspect means fairness in realising public tasks, and it is linked with accountability,
transparency, and integrity. From an ecological perspective, any human activity must
consider the natural environment [52–55]. This postulate may be achievable if green energy
production, distribution, and consumption are well designed and realised. Furthermore,
green energy will reduce the demand for nonrenewable resources.

We analyse energy availability through the prism of its production and delivery. It
means that any investments in energy security must be well planned, including the capital
budgeting point of view. This statement emphasises the role of financial planning of
investments in energy firms, regardless of whether they are private or public entities.
Any financial turbulence during the investment phase may affect future prices of energy
production and delivery.

The payback period, or “payback method”, can be perceived as an alternative method
to NPV, showing how long the investment will be repaid. Such information is crucial for
any investor and critical stakeholders. However, this method fails to account for the time
value of money, which is its drawback. Meanwhile, one must assume that one cannot
compare the money used today with money used tomorrow, and it is not only due to
inflation. The amount of money used today is worth more than the same amount of money
in the future because of its potential profit through investment. This weakness of the
payback method is noticeable the longer investments take place.
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The “internal rate of return” (IRR) method is similar to NPV in general assumption.
However, in the IRR method, the discount rate is stable in an assumed time. In reality,
such a situation is rare, especially in unstable markets. Furthermore, although the IRR is
helpful, it has some limitations. For example, in projects with unconventional net cash
flows (e.g., in the mining industry, when negative net cash flows appear not only at the
beginning of the investment but also in the final phase after depletion of deposits), one can
obtain several values of internal rates of return, none of which does take into account actual
farming conditions. As mentioned earlier, NPV uses discounted cash flows following the
time value of money (TMV).

The NPV relies on assumptions and estimates. One assumption is that investment
projects will be realised in a certain period. However, a project may require unforeseen
expenditures to get off the ground or additional expenditures to finish it. Additionally,
NPV may ignore future tax credits. There is also a need to account for inflation, which may
be volatile. In addition, the correct calculation of depreciation must be used to calculate
the cost correctly, which influences the revenue. Therefore, the NPV method should not be
considered the only investment profitability assessment source. The decision to undertake
or reject a given investment project should be based on more than one method. In this
article, however, we investigate the NPV to show that the premise of the current NPV
method is not universal.

3. Materials and Methods

We used literature studies, taking into account the methodology of systematic literature
review, including bibliometric analysis. Based on this review, we revealed that little is
known whether NPV as an economic metric can be used during investment planning
related to energy security in any energy market. Next, we analysed information on changes
in interest rates during a ten year period in randomly selected countries divided into two
groups: first, in stable economies characterised by stable interest rates; second, in less stable
economies where interest rate fluctuations have occurred. We used data about interest rates
from central bank databases from Poland, Romania, Hungary, Croatia, the USA, the United
Kingdom, Japan, Israel, and Euro Zone [56–64]. Comparative analysis allowed us to verify
the following hypothesis: the variable discount rate influences the time value of money,
requiring redefining the NPV formula.

When conducting literature studies, we shared the view of Nordqvist, Gardner, Short,
and Payne’s view that it can inspire research and serve as a platform for comparing our find-
ings with other results [65,66]. When planning the study, we recognised that management
understood as an academic discipline develops in conjunction with practice, particularly in
the Anglo–Saxon context. However, regardless of the level of formulated generalisations,
the concepts created must be based on some commonly shared cognitive assumptions
defined after Kuhn as a paradigm [67]. We also assumed that we use the classification of
paradigms by Burrell and Morgan [68] for further considerations on the adopted paradigms,
reflected in the researcher’s attitude and the methodology used. The analysis of episte-
mological assumptions leads to the next issue, which is strategy-making in our research.
Following Babbie [69], one could distinguish between inductive and deductive strategies
or mixed inductive–deductive strategies. It was also possible to analyse the strategy issue,
considering the dominant or alternative paradigm theories division. We used the strategy
of epistemological pluralism, allowing for the combination of approaches drawn from
different paradigms. It means the possibility of using typically functionalist concepts, such
as hypotheses, verification, falsification, and experiment, but also interpretative concepts,
such as meaning and interpretation. Thus, we based our methodology on the assumption
of complementarity, exemplified by the adopted methodological triangulation, which helps,
as noted by Campbell, Fiske, Webb, et al., Greene et al. [70–72], in obtaining a broader
context of the studied phenomenon and limiting measurement errors.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Current NPV as a Financial Metric and Interest Rates

The NPV as a financial metric, commonly used in capital budgeting, expresses the
difference between current cash inflows and current cash outflows. Since money has a
time value, cash flows must follow the same denominator to be compared. Owing to the
NPV, it is possible to assess the cash flows related to the project (they require comparing
the updated value of future revenues with the capital expenditures made today). In other
words, the NPV metric is based on discounting future cash flows to their present values.
Therefore, one may assume that NPV helps make the right decision from the shareholders
and other decision-makers points of view.

NPV enables selecting an action option that is acceptable in terms of financial ob-
jectives [73]. Is it like that every time? Or are there situations where the current NPV
metric fails? We think calculating an investment’s economic efficiency without applying
the inflationary factors, and the exchange rate is a mistake because it considers inputs
and outputs equally valuable. An increase or decrease in the time value of money is
characteristic of all economies but more affected in unstable markets (e.g., eastern and
central European countries). The time value of money is influenced by macroeconomic
factors such as inflationary processes and changes in exchange rates [74–78]. Additionally,
microeconomic factors need to be considered, including investor preference for the distri-
bution of consumption over time, the risk of asset impairment, and the risk of lost profits.
Without going into a broader description of the time value of money, it can be stated that
the value of money is an essential issue from the standpoint of valuation of economic events
and directly affects the objectivity and usefulness of the calculations obtained using the
economic calculus. This issue concerns the financial analysis of investments because there is
a long time horizon between incurring the outlay and the moment of obtaining subsequent
effects from operating the investment. What does it mean for practitioners? It means that
there is a need to draw attention to a discount technique to assess the efficiency of tangible
investments. Determining the value of the parameter “r” (discount rate) allows choosing
the value of expected future effects when incurring the expenditure. One may conclude
that the constant discount rate used in the presented dynamic method of investment project
appraisal does not consider its construction the actual management conditions because
the discount rate may change. It is a severe problem in terms of the rationality of business
decisions. Meanwhile, Simon revealed that the concept of bounded rationality might lead
to serious business mistakes [79–81].

Much attention is devoted to capital structure theory, c.f. [82–89]. For example, Myers
determines the capital structure to maximise its value [82]. Broadly cited, Rayan analyses
financial leverage issues to increase the return on equity [88]. Others analyse how to
estimate equity and debt value [89]. However, none of the presented concepts describing
the investment process develop a dynamic approach to the cost of capital. Such an approach
manifests itself in the constant discount rate assumption throughout the entire investment
implementation period. It distorts the conditions of management that can be observed,
for example, when considering the level of base interest rates over time. Because the
volatility of base interest rates occurs both in the short term and in the long period, such a
situation does not allow for an upbeat assessment of the usefulness of the NPV method
recommended in the literature, assuming the constancy of interest rates. This issue is one of
the main factors limiting the reliability of the investment’s economic calculus, particularly
in unstable economic conditions.

This problem can be illustrated by presenting interest rates in central Europe (from
January 2010 to December 2020) (Figure 1) in comparison to interest rates in the USA, Israel,
United Kingdom, Japan, and Euro Zone (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Changes in the interest rate in emerging markets for the years 2010–2020 [56–59].

The analysis of these data confirms the generalisations made earlier about interest
rate fluctuations. In the Polish case, the interest rate (Lombard rate) fell from 5 percent
to 0.5 percent in ten years. It means a difference of 4.5 percentage points. In the analysed
period, the pawn shopper’s rate fluctuated in plus and minus. In May 2012, after a period
of decline, the monetary authorities raised the Lombard rate (to 6.25 percent) and then
lowered it again. It should be noted that the rediscount rates, together with the WIBOR
(Warsaw Interbank Offer Rate), are the interest rates to which bank lending rates are
indexed, which are the basis for calculating the cost of capital for investment. The situation
is similar for interest rate levels in other central and eastern European countries: Romania,
Croatia, and Hungary [56–59].

The use of economic calculation in making investment decisions should be treated
as a manifestation of rationality [90]. However, this rationality is diminished by the
fluctuation of the parameter “r” in the NPV model, which prevents companies from making
decisions to achieve their action objectives (see Figure 2). Our findings follow Fleisher and
Bensoussan [91], who aptly noted that all analytical techniques could be usefully applied
provided the correct information is available. Otherwise, the analytical results obtained
will be subjective assessments. Lind, Marchal, and Mason [92] also have a similar point
of view.

We argue that changing in time parameter “r”, treated as constant in the NPV model,
limits the management process rationality because changes seemingly common to all enter-
prises create different opportunities and determine individual threats. The fundamental
question, however, is as follows for this problem: How can companies manage information
in an environment of widespread volatility in many pricing parameters? In this case, it is
essential to distinguish between short-term details and knowledge necessary to identify
action options in the long term. The feature of short-term information is a short horizon of
its influence on processes in a company. For long investment horizons, the effects of the use
of information extend over many periods, which is the sine qua non for the firm’s survival
and growth. Therefore, the subject of special attention is the precise determination of the
size of the decision parameters.

The fundamental problem and reason for the existing concern about the rationality
of financial decisions in the energy sector in central and eastern European countries is the
dependence between interest rates and turbulent economic conditions. Similar to other
researchers [93–99], we argue that interest rate volatility would be typical of post-socialist
countries for a long time to come due to its use as an active monetary policy instrument.
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Such a situation creates completely different conditions for firms responsible for energy
security than in stable economies.

Interest rates in countries with established market economies are not as unstable as
in emerging markets [100–105]. It causes interest rates to be used to a greater extent by
companies to evaluate investment directions. A stable interest rate contributes to the flat
yield curve effect on which the concept of profitable valuation methods is based. The
example of the UK can illustrate the level of interest rate volatility in established market
economies. Between 2010 and 2020, the pattern of interest rate in the UK economy was in
the range of 0.25 percentage points. The level of change in discount rates can be considered
very small and insignificant in indexing bank interest rates. In the USA, United Kingdom,
Euro Zone, and Japan, the interest rate changes did not exceed three percentage points in
2010–2020 [60–64].
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Figure 2. Changes in the interest rate in stable markets for the years 2010–2020 [60–64].

The example of the UK can illustrate the level of interest rate changes in established
market economies. Between 2010 and 2020, the interest rate in the UK economy changed
about 0.25 percentage points. In the case of Japan, the difference between the interest rate
level in 2010 and 2020 was 0.10 percentage points. In the USA, the base rate level was
subject to fluctuations (2.25 percent). However, it is noticeable that the base rate level
had persisted for extended periods (2010–2016) at the same level. During that period, the
interest rate was 0.25 percent. Analysis of data in the Euro Zone indicates high stability of
the interest rate over time. Changes in the interest rate level are symbolic, and they did
not exceed 0.1 percentage points [60–64]. In such a stable financial environment, business
planning in the energy sector is more reliable, and risk management of energy security may
be effective.

A factor affecting the discount rate variability is the level of risk that accompanies
implementing an investment project in its various phases. This problem can be considered
from the lender’s perspective, which can increase the risk premium by monitoring the
investor’s financial standing. It increases the level of the discount rate, which reduces
the present value of the cash flows. We argue similarly to other researchers that the
risk problem can be viewed from the perspective of an investment’s life cycle [106–111].
Different degrees of risk can be attributed to each phase of the investment cycle. The risk
level is entirely different at starting the investment and at the end of the process. This
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assumption should also be taken into account in determining the level of the discount rate
over time.

We argue that the assumption of a constant discount rate in the economic calculation
should be revised. Correcting the economic calculus parameters is a tool to assess the risk
and, thus, the investment’s safety. Methods for adjusting the discount rate are described
in the literature, c.f. [107,108,112–114]. However, the proposed adjustments only consider
adopting a higher discount rate level and checking the investment efficiency level. Discount
rate adjustment methods draw attention to the limit of investment security (due to the
increased discount rate). Still, they remain within the concept of a fixed discount rate. Thus,
the problem of discount rate volatility remains. Additionally, using a higher discount rate
in an economic calculation does not guarantee that the assumed level will be maximised in
the long run. The problem is similar when using the average expected discount rate and
its associated standard deviation. Determining the average usual discount rate is done by
assessing the probability of a given level in the future. While this method could have some
justification in the first year of investment operation, when specific trends in the economy
may be preserved, the determination of probabilities for subsequent periods is already
the result of subjective assessments (intuition). Therefore, these methods should also be
regarded as unhelpful. These observations make it necessary to modify the algorithms
containing the discount rate. The issue of rate variability through time can be illustrated
using the NPV formula. In the classic NPV formula, the parameter “r” is fixed for each
cash flow generation period:

NPV = ∑n
i=1 =

NCFn
(1 + r)n − I

where: r—appropriate market capitalization rate, i.e., opportunity cost of capital in-
vested in risky projects; n—project effect lifetime in years; NCF—net cash flow; and
I—investment outlays.

Assuming that the parameter “r” would be subject to change in each year, the algo-
rithm should take the following form:

NPV =

(
NCF1

(1 + r1)
+

NCF2

(1 + r1)(1 + r2)
+ ··· +

NCFn

(1 + r1)(1 + r2) ··· (1 + rn)
− I
)

where: NPV—net present value; NCFn—cash flows generated in particular years of invest-
ment exploitation; n—investment duration; I—investment outlay; and r1, r2 . . . rn—discount
rates for particular years of investment exploitation.

The assumption that the parameter “r” is always one year is also a significant simplifi-
cation that does not consider actual business conditions. The algorithm to reflect actual
market conditions follows:

NPV =

(
NCF1(

1+ r11t11
360

)(
1+ r12t12

360

)
∧
(

1+ r1mt1m
360

)
+ NCF2(

1+ r11t11
360

)(
1+ r12t12

360

)
∧
(

1+ r1mt1m
360

)(
1+ r21t21

360

)(
1+ r22t22

360

)
∧
(

1+ r2mt2m
360

)
+ NCFn(

1+ r11t11
360

)(
1+ r12t12

360

)
∧
(

1+ r1mt1m
360

)(
1+ r21t21

360

)(
1+ r22t22

360

)
∧
(

1+ r2mt2m
360

)
∧ (1+ rnmtnm

360 )
− I

)

where: r11 . . . r1m—annual interest rates from 1 to m in the first year of investment; t11 . . .
t1m—validity period of annual interest rates in the first calculation year of the investment
calculated in days (the sum of t11 to t1m equals 360 days); r21 . . . r2m—annual interest rates
from 1 to m in the second year of the implemented investment; t21 . . . t2m—time of validity
of annual interest rates in the second calculation year of the implemented investment
calculated in days (the sum of t21 to t2m equals 360 days); rn1 . . . rnm—annual interest rates
from 1 to m in the nth year of the implemented investment; and tn1 . . . tnm—duration of
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annual interest rates in the nth year of the investment calculation (the sum of tn1 to tnm
equals 360).

The essence of using this algorithm amounts to determining the parameter “r” and its
duration “t”. This formula eliminates the situation where the decision-maker conducts the
economic calculus devoid of financial management tools in space–time.

4.2. Towards a Modified NPV as a Financial Metric

The traditional NPV model and its modified form allowed us to create a research
model that shows how the NPV with a fixed interest rate is inadequate to reality.

Our model follows:
X = NPV f − NPVv

where: X—the value of the deviation within the implemented investment; NPVf—at a
constant discount rate; and NPVv—at a variable discount rate.

The magnitude of the difference (X) between the NPVf measure, assuming the discount
rate to be constant, and the NPVv containing the actual (variable) discount rates from the
period under analysis, allows us to show the former’s disadvantages. The model, assuming
that the interest rate changes once a year, is presented as follows:

X =

(
NCF1
(1+r)1 +

NCF2
(1+r)2 + ··· +

NCFn
(1+r)n − I

)
−
(

NCF1
(1+r1)

+ NCF2
(1+r1)(1+r2)

+ ··· +
NCFn

(1+r1)(1+r2) ··· (1+rn)
− I
)

Assuming that NPV > 0 and where: X—deviation value; I—investment outlays; NCF1,
NCF2 . . . NCFn—financial surpluses generated in the following years of investment’s
exploitation; n—a consecutive year of the calculation period (investment’s lifetime); and
r1, r2 . . . rn—discount rates for each year. If the discount rate is changed more than once a
year, the present value multiplier for one year takes the following form:

X =

(
NCF1
(1+r)1 +

NCF2
(1+r)2 + ··· +

NCFn
(1+r)n − I

)
−
(

NCF1(
1+ r11t11

360

)(
1+ r12t12

360

)
∧
(

1+ r1mt1m
360

) + NCF2(
1+ r11t11

360

)(
1+ r12t12

360

)
∧
(

1+ r1mt1m
360

)(
1+ r21t21

360

)(
1+ r22t22

360

)
∧
(

1+ r2mt2m
360

)
+ NCFn(

1+ r11t11
360

)(
1+ r12t12

360

)
∧
(

1+ r1mt1m
360

)(
1+ r21t21

360

)(
1+ r22t22

360

)
∧
(

1+ r2mt2m
360

)
∧ (1+ rnmtnm

360 )
− I

)
where: r11 . . . r1m—annual interest rates in the first year of investment (from 1 to m);
t11 . . . t1m—duration of annual interest rates in the first calculation year of the investment
(in days, the sum of t11 to t1m equals 360); rn1 . . . rnm—annual interest rate in the nth year
of calculating the investment realized; and tn1 . . . tnm—duration of annual interest rates in
the nth year of the implemented investment (the sum of tn1 to tnm equals 360).

In addition to the arguments presented above, to prove the correctness of our approach,
we use an experiment and present the investment activities of two hypothetical energy
companies. One of them uses the traditional NPV as an economic measure. The second
company uses our new, modified NPV economic metric in investment planning. We present
the results of the comparative analysis below.

The investor spent EURO 10 million for investment. The duration of the investment is
six years. The net cash flow (NCF) is assumed to vary from investment year to the following
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Financial surplus over six years of investment (in EURO).

Values

Years
1 2 3 4 5 6

NCF 2,565,500 4,378,300 6,254,630 6,547,300 6,525,720 5,973,420
NCF—net cash flow.

These changes are reflected in the calculations below (Tables 2 and 3). The unfixed
interest rate of the investment loan is an example (adopted for this experiment). It indicates
a deviation from the assumed fixed interest rate. Over the assumed 6-year investment
period, the interest rate fluctuated “in plus” and “in minus” (see Table 2). These changes
are reflected in the calculations below (Table 3). Value of updated financial surplus (PV)
assuming fixed and unfixed interest rate in EURO is presented in Table 4.

Table 2. Level of fixed and unfixed interest rates.

Interests Rate

Years
1 2 3 4 5 6

interest rate (fixed) 36% 36% 36% 36% 36% 36%

unfixed interest rate 36% 34% 31% 27% 27% 28% 30% 26% 23% 23% 21%

number of days of
interest rate validity 150 210 197 163 256 104 167 193 360 62 298

Table 3. PVIF values at fixed and unfixed discount rates.

PVIF

Years
1 2 3 4 5 6

PVIF
r—fixed 0.74 0.54 0.39 0.29 0.22 0.16

PVIF
r—variables 0.72 0.55 0.43 0.33 0.27 0.22

PVIF—present value interest factor.

Table 4. Value of updated financial surplus (PV) assuming fixed and unfixed interest rate (in EURO).

PV

Years
1 2 3 4 5 6

NCF 2,565,500 4,378,300 6,254,630 6,547,300 6,525,720 5,973,420

PV(NCF)
R—fixed 1,898,470 2,364,282 2,439,305 1,898,717 1,435,658 955,747

PV(NCF)
R—unfixed 1,847,160 2,408,065 2,689,491 2,160,609 1,761,944 1,314,152

Deviation value 51,310 43,783 250,186 261,892 326,286 358,405
PV—present value. Total PV (NCF) r fixed = EURO 10,992,179. Total PV (NCF) r unfixed = EURO 12,181,421.
Deviation of EURO 1,189,242, or 10.81% over 6 years.

These calculations help to illustrate the negative effect of changes in interest rates on
the present value of the financial surpluses obtained. This can be seen by comparing the
number of deviations in the first two years of the investment, where changes in interest
rates were very small. Comparing this situation with subsequent years of the investment
project under study, one can see the emergence of several times higher values of deviation
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(43,783 in the second year of the investment and 358,405 in the last year of the investment
realised) (Table 4).

NPV(r fixed) = PV − I = EURO 10,992,179 − EURO 10,000,000 = EURO 992,179

NPV(r unfixed) = PV − I = EURO 12,181,421 − EURO 10,000,000 = EURO 2,181,421

Deviation (x) = NPV(r fixed) − NPV(r unfixed)

X = EURO 992,179 − EURO 2,181,421

X = EURO 1,189,242, which gives 119.86 percent difference to NPV (r fixed)

The difference in the results obtained is 119.86 percent. This value illustrates the
magnitude of the error that occurs when a constant interest rate is assumed over 6 years.

The difference in the results obtained is EURO 1,189,242 for the investment in question.
It means that compared to the planned NPV (at a fixed interest rate), the difference is as high
as 119.86 percent. Thus, the difference obtained shows the scale of error that the company
obtains when applying a fixed discount rate. The fact that there is such a difference in the
calculations from the decision-making point of view proves that the assumption of a fixed
discount rate is wrong (Figure 3).
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5. Conclusions

We argue the same as other researchers, c.f. [115–122], that the energy sector is fast-
growing, which drives investments. Energy efficiency, development of renewable energy
resources, decarbonisation, and energy security are the key energy policy priorities in many
countries, and it is essential to use the proper economic metrics during the planning and
realising investments. Investments in the energy sector share three features: (1) these are
usually capital-intensive projects that require significant financial resources; (2) investments
in the energy sector require many years to implement, and a more extended investment
period increases the risk of volatility in the investment environment; and (3) investments in
the energy sector have enormous consequences for its business and political environment.

The use of NPV in the investment process is widely presented in the literature. The
authors point to the possibility of using NPV to identify more and less profitable projects.
Such financial analysis permits the strategic selection of an investment portfolio from
among available sources. However, no one has so far given attention to the fact that
the NPV concept is not universal and does not consider the situation in volatile markets
characterised by fluctuations of interest rates. We prove that the current NPV model
does not fit emerging markets, where the volatility of interest rates is commonplace. This
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original study and the all-new NPV model, created during this research, apply to all
emerging markets globally, although we selected several European economies to prove
our hypothesis.

We compared the volatility of interest rates in the United States, United Kingdom,
Japan, Israel, Euro Zone, and emerging markets in central European countries: Poland, Hun-
gary, Croatia, and Romania. Analysing the methodological side of the investment process,
we drew attention to the incompatibility of corporate finance theory’s recommendations in
evaluating long-term investment projects with the economy’s actual conditions (typical for
the period of institutional changes). We showed that the dynamic methods of investment
project evaluation recommended in the literature are based on a parameter’s constancy,
a component of the present (updated) value multiplier. This methodology contradicts
actual business conditions in emerging markets characterised by interest rate volatility.
We assumed that the volatility of these parameters, especially the interest rate, leads to a
situation where companies are already making decisions relying on data whose usefulness
and reliability over longer time horizons are questionable. It is known that the parameters
of investment projects are subject to change as a result of market conditions. However,
their volatility must be reflected in the financial parameters. Otherwise, such a situation
significantly hinders decision-making in the framework of ongoing green investments.

Our findings showed the need to determine the interest (discount) rate during a long-
term period, including any changes, if any decision-maker does not want to reduce the
reliability of evaluating the benefits and costs of activity and decrease the rationality of deci-
sions. Modification of the classical NPV formula to a new form assuming different interest
rates and variable time of their occurrence allows us to draw the following conclusions:

• When deciding to carry out a given investment based on the traditional NPV model,
which assumes a fixed interest rate, the investor is exposed to the lack of credibility
of the calculations obtained; usage of the traditional NPV model creates a possibility
of rejecting investment projects that may become profitable in the case of favourable
changes in the price of money in later periods. Such a situation may lead to loss of
future profit or even to the reduction of future market position.

• There is a risk of choosing a wrong project, which may lead to the company’s bankruptcy.
• Frequent changes of interest rates shaped by monetary institutions make it difficult

to estimate their level in the medium and long term, which significantly reduces the
financial rationality of investments; investors’ financial problems may be exacerbated
by the negative interaction between interest rates and the level of cash flows. Realising
the method of expressing the difference between the current cash inflows and their
current outflows will allow for a better assessment of the investment effectiveness in
the event of the volatility of interest rates.

The finding helps the capital budgeting process by illustrating how modified NPV
can provide optimal outcomes. The proposed modification of the NPV formula reduces
the risk of financing the investment, making the economic environment of the investment
more realistic. Nevertheless, even in investments financed from sources other than bank
credit, the investor should assume the profitability of the investment by taking into account
alternative concepts of investing capital.

Analysing research limitations may lead anyone to the question, whether the proposed
modified NPV was verified in the investment process. Our answer to this question is
the following statement. We proved that arguing that the NVP is a universal metric is
premature. We showed that in some countries, the interest rates were not stable and that
this situation needs to be reflected in the NPV formula. We provided the modified NPV
formula, and then using data of two firms, we showed whether financial outcomes of both
firms are the same if we use traditional and modified NPV formulas. Further research
should provide evidence on how the investment processes are conducted using the new
NPV formula. Furthermore, future research should also establish whether the internal rate
of return or other methods of assessing the economic efficiency of a tangible investment are
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universal or should be modified in the case of markets characterised by a variable interest
rate, such as in the NPV case.

This study can form a source for an inquiry process at any energy firm and country,
thus contributing to a better contextual diagnosis of the stage where the firm builds its
business future.
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